The phase coherence of supercontinuum generation in microstructure fiber is quantified by performing a Young's type interference experiment between independently generated supercontinua from two separate fiber segments. Analysis of the resulting interferogram yields the wavelength dependence of the magnitude of the mutual degree of coherence, and a comparison of experimental results with numerical simulations suggests that the primary source of coherence degradation is the technical noise-induced fluctuations in the injected peak power.
Supercontinuum (SC) generation in microstructure fiber has now been reported under a variety of experimental conditions, and has found particularly important applications in optical frequency metrology [1] . Although SC generation is complex, several studies have now identified the dominant spectral broadening mechanisms, providing insight into the stability (or the lack thereof) of the generated SC [2-4]. Numerical simulations, in particular, have shown that SC generation can exhibit extreme sensitivity to input pulse noise, leading to both shot-to-shot intensity fluctuations which can wash out spectral fine structure and shot-toshot phase fluctuations that degrade the SC coherence [3, 4] . These predictions were confirmed experimentally by frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) and single-shot spectral measurements [5] , and by using RF noise analysis to measure both the relative intensity noise [6, 7] and the long-term carrier-envelope phase coherence [8] .
The SC coherence can also be conveniently quantified by interfering together independently generated SC in a Young's two source type experiment. This technique, first reported by Bellini and Hänsch in the context of SC generation in bulk media [9] , has also recently been used to quantify the relative coherence of independently seeded optical parametric amplifiers [10] . In this paper, we report the first use of this method to characterize the coherence of microstructure fiber SC by interfering together two SC generated in different fiber segments, and in particular, we carry out a quantitative analysis of the resulting interferogram that allows the wavelength dependence of the mutual degree of coherence to be determined. A comparison with stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) simulations shows that the observed coherence degradation is consistent with fluctuations in the injected peak power significantly higher than the quantum limit. The significance of measuring the mutual coherence function is that it is the most natural measure of the phase coherence of light, and that experiments sensitive to phase stability will, in general, depend on it in some way. For SC generation, it provides an extremely useful measure of the sensitivity of the spectral broadening processes to input pulse noise, allowing the optimization of experimental design to ensure coherent SC generation.
Our experiments used a 90 MHz repetition rate KM Labs Ti:Sapphire laser generating transform-limited 60 fs pulses at 800 nm. The pulses were injected into Lucent Technologies microstructure fiber with zero-dispersion wavelength ≈ 770 nm [11] . Before using the Bellini-Hänsch technique for coherence measurements, a preliminary study of the SC phase stability was performed using a straightforward spectral interference experiment between a typical microstructure-fiber-generated SC, and a picked-off fraction of the laser pump pulses. Fig. 1 shows these results for an 18 cm fiber length and an injected pulse energy of 1 nJ. Distinct interference fringes are observed in the overlap region of the two spectra, suggesting that some coherence with the pump pulses is maintained during the SC generation process.
The presence of this residual pump-SC coherence is a priori surprising, as both numerical simulations of SC generation and spectral broadening in both microstructure fiber [3, 4] and standard fibers [12] have shown strong coherence degradation due to the amplification of input pulse noise. Moreover, cross-correlation FROG measurements of microstructure fiber SC generation have also shown strong shot-to-shot instabilities [5] . In this context, however, we note that the numerical studies in Refs. [3, 4, 7] have shown that the robustness of the SC generation process to input pulse noise (and hence the output SC coherence) depends strongly on the input pulse parameters, and the use of sub-100 fs pulses would be expected to preserve some degree of spectral phase coherence even in the presence of significant spectral broadening. The residual coherence measured here using 60-fs pulses is consistent with these numerical results.
As has been discussed in detail in Refs. [4, 7] , the dependence of the supercontinuum coherence on the input pulse duration can be understood physically in terms of the interplay between the spectral broadening processes associated with soliton fission [13] and modulational instability or four wave mixing [14] . With pulses injected in the anomalous dispersion regime, the initial pulse is viewed as a higher-order soliton that splits into individual fundamental solitons at different center wavelengths.
However, because modulational instability gain amplifies any fluctuations present on the input pulse envelope, this process is extremely sensitive to the presence of any input pulse noise. The degree of sensitivity depends on the distance scale over which soliton fission occurs: for shorter pulses where fission occurs over a shorter propagation distance, modulational instability gain (which scales as the product of peak power and length) does not play as significant a role in perturbing the pulse break-up process and thus the resulting broadband spectrum exhibits higher intensity stability and phase coherence. This can also be understood by considering that, for injected pulses with the same energy but different durations, shorter input pulses are associated with a lower soliton number so that the degree of soliton fission and hence the sensitivity to input pulse noise is lower. Fig. 1 . Spectral interference of a generated SC with the Ti:Sapphire pump pulse. Shown in the plot are the spectra of: the microstructure-fiber SC (green line), the Ti:Sapphire output (blue line), and the interference spectrum of the two (black line). The inset shows an expanded section of the interference spectrum around 795 nm.
To study the SC coherence more quantitatively, the Bellini-Hänsch technique was implemented using the setup in Fig. 2 . The Ti:Sapphire output was split into two pulse trains which were injected along parallel polarization eigen-axes of two separate 18-cm fiber segments to yield independently generated SC with similar characteristics. The fiber output ends were secured next to each other in the same mounting slot of a fiber chuck. The SC were then collimated by a microscope objective and passed through a linear polarizer. (Although the SC was > 80% linearly polarized, the use of a polarizer facilitates optimal comparison with the scalar simulations described below.) The objective was adjusted so that the beams expanded and overlapped at the entrance slit of a spectrometer. A slice of the overlapped beams entered the spectrometer, and the spectra at all points along the slit were recorded by a two-dimensional camera at the spectrometer exit plane, which averaged for 20 ms (1.8 × 10 6 pulses). The two beams were aligned so that the interference fringes were across the direction of the slit, parallel to the direction of spectral dispersion, and readily observable on the camera. The relative delay was minimized. Because of the large SC bandwidth, it was necessary to record separate interferograms over wavelength ranges 350 -850 nm and 800 -1500 nm, and these results are presented separately in Figs. 3(a) and (b) . Well-defined interference fringes are clearly seen in the overlapped region of the two beams, indicating coherence over a wide range of wavelengths. The wavelength-dependent fringe visibility V(λ) can be easily extracted from the interferograms and, together with the measured individual SC spectra I 1 (λ) and I 2 (λ), one can calculate the magnitude of the degree of first order mutual coherence as a function of wavelength using:
Note that the calculation of
g λ naturally includes differences in the interfering SC intensities, relaxing the (in-practice difficult) experimental constraint of equal injected pulse energies. Here, and elsewhere in this paper, all coherence and visibility measurements are calculated at zero relative delay between the two fields. Also note that, although the visibility was measured over 570 -1020 nm, calculations of the coherence were restricted to the range 630 -910 nm where the individual SC intensities were sufficiently above the measurement noise floor that unphysical artifacts could be avoided.
Figure 4(a) shows the results of this analysis. Here, the top two panels show the visibility and the corresponding calculated degree of coherence, and the bottom panel shows the independently measured SC spectra. The solid and dashed lines correspond to measurements over the shorter and longer wavelength ranges of the SC as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) respectively. The visibility and degree of coherence are both high (~0.8) in the vicinity of the pump wavelength, confirming the spectral interference experiments described above. Away from the pump wavelength, however, a complicated wavelength dependent structure is present in both curves, and both the visibility and the coherence clearly decrease. We have found it useful to quantify these results in terms of the median visibility and degree of coherence, which we calculate to be 0.30 and 0.56 respectively. Significantly, the fact that the median degree of coherence is higher than the median visibility suggests that it is not only the loss of phase coherence which contributes to the loss of visibility, but also the fact that we were unable to generate identical SC spectra in our experiments (which was expected, in view of the spectrum's extreme dependence on the various system parameters), so that there are differences in the interfering intensities at each wavelength. From a practical viewpoint, the median degree of coherence can be interpreted physically as providing a measure of the suitability of the SC generated under different conditions for metrology or stabilization purposes.
To interpret the experiments further, we used a stochastic NLSE model which rigorously includes input pulse and Raman noise during propagation [15] :
Here ( ) , E z t is the pulse envelope in a co-moving frame, the k β 's describe the fiber dispersion over 300-2000 nm, and the nonlinear coefficient 
In conclusion, we have shown that the Bellini-Hänsch technique has successfully allowed the first quantitative measurement of the wavelength-dependent spectral phase coherence of SC generated in microstructure fiber. Although shot-noise-limited 60-fs input pulses would be expected to yield a high degree of coherence across the entire SC spectrum, we experimentally observe significantly higher coherence degradation which exhibits strong wavelength dependence. Additional simulations allow us to estimate the magnitude of the additional noise present in the experiments as being consistent with 2% intensity fluctuations. Subsequently, we have been able to show that injection instabilties alone do not account for this level of fluctuation, suggesting that the decoherence effects most likely arise from a propagation-related instability. Since our numerical model is based on a scalar nonlinear Schrödinger equation, this suggests polarization-related effects as the most likely source of instability. Further investigations of such noise sources and their influence on the coherence will require a systematic study using the same Bellini-Hänsch method employed in this paper, under a variety of conditions, including different fiber lengths, pump power levels, fiber orientations and input polarizations. Nevertheless, the stochastic NLSE simulations have reproduced well the measured mutual degree of coherence assuming 2% fluctuations in the injected peak power, and these results suggest that the generation of coherent SC will require particular care in the stabilization of the pump laser and the mechanical fiber injection conditions. With the assumption of stabilized shot-noise-limited input pulses, additional numerical studies suggest that highly coherent SC (median degree of coherence > 0.95) can be readily obtained using pulses of duration 50 fs or less, and indeed we note that this is the pulse duration range which has been used successfully for stabilization purposes [6, 8] .
